President Obama, tired of waiting for Congress to act on immigration reform, is currently exploring ways to address issues with Department of Homeland Security Secretary Jeh Johnson.

During an interview with MSNBC's Chuck Todd, White House Press Secretary Josh Earnest explained that the Obama administration was getting impatient with Congress. "[W]e’re not just going to sit around and wait interminably for Congress," he explained. "We’ve been waiting a year already. The president has tasked his Secretary of Homeland Security Jeh Johnson with reviewing what options are available to the president, what is at his disposal using his executive authority to try to address some of the problems that have been created by our broken immigration system."

Earnest added that, although Obama was exploring executive action, it was "not a substitute for robust Congressional action" on immigration reform.

“That’s why we’re trying to focus on getting that done,” he concluded.

Obama has been heavily criticized after his 2012 executive decision to defer the deportations of some young illegal immigrants, which critics argue was a key incentive for more children to cross the border illegally.
Sir Shilly VonShillington · a day ago
This new liar seems like he will fit right in at the spite house. Forward!

Overman18 ➔ Sir Shilly VonShillington · a day ago
Amazing times

Job Situation: http://www.dailyjobcuts.com

Michelle_Obasmas_Wig ➔ Overman18 · a day ago
Not in Bizarro World.

This comment was deleted.

AlmostaCowboy ➔ last day Known · a day ago
See how that stuff affects your brain?

Stan Carter ➔ AlmostaCowboy · a day ago
Congress has viable options to slow Obama down. The House has the power of the purse so can stop him that way. The House can start impeachment of Administration officials who violated the law such as Holder. For conviction though we will have to wait until Republicans take back control of the Senate.

Suing the President is a complete waste of time because Congress had no standing.

AlmostaCowboy ➔ Stan Carter · a day ago
Do any of those options require Bonehead Boehner to initiate or approve or bring them to the floor?

gaspar ➔ AlmostaCowboy · a day ago
What Congress really needs to do is write some anti-executive orders and then deport the s.o.b.

Kansas Gal ➔ gaspar · a day ago
What they need to do and what they actually do are vastly different.

Yadja ➔ Kansas Gal · a day ago
A rope comes to mind or a firing squad, is that not what we do to traitors in the past?

Up to Congress to decide the punishment for treason.
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Fox News Politics

Tea Party leader arrested over photos of Sen. Cochran's wife, suicide suspected
(http://feeds.foxnews.com/~r/foxnews/politics/~3/XZHz7zkUJxl/)
27 Jun 2014, 9:15 AM PDT

VA hospitals fund solar panels while veterans wait for doctors
(http://feeds.foxnews.com/~r/foxnews/politics/~3/HbDCKDqhses/)
27 Jun 2014, 8:42 AM PDT

US flying armed drones over Iraq, official says
(http://feeds.foxnews.com/~r/foxnews/politics/~3/PV7zNakW2Pk/)
27 Jun 2014, 8:06 AM PDT

Stunner: 44 percent not proud to be American
(http://feeds.foxnews.com/~r/foxnews/politics/~3/zaH2lfVtAz0/)
27 Jun 2014, 7:38 AM PDT

Sources: US letting Benghazi suspects off hook, recent arrest 'small potatoes'
(http://feeds.foxnews.com/~r/foxnews/politics/~3/YpupSHgqnews/)
27 Jun 2014, 7:31 AM PDT

Fox News National

Missing boy found in own basement back with mom
(http://feeds.foxnews.com/~r/foxnews/national/~3/xHTbG4Ywhoc/)
27 Jun 2014, 9:42 AM PDT

Police: Detroit boy found in own basement after missing for more than week returned to mother
(http://feeds.foxnews.com/~r/foxnews/national/~3/ca66hRHtdsA/)
27 Jun 2014, 9:32 AM PDT

Authorities: 17 indicted in New York probe of international drug ring, money laundering
(http://feeds.foxnews.com/~r/foxnews/national/~3/i_KH9BgFwjA/)
27 Jun 2014, 8:58 AM PDT

New York City's new Morbid Anatomy Museum explores death rituals and all things macabre
(http://feeds.foxnews.com/~r/foxnews/national/~3/zlAFS07mbbI/)
27 Jun 2014, 8:45 AM PDT

Police: Defense attorney fatally shot outside office in southern Kentucky; suspect arrested
(http://feeds.foxnews.com/~r/foxnews/national/~3/ER0zyVBCRKY/)
27 Jun 2014, 8:23 AM PDT

Fox News Sports

Brazil bristles at 'ridiculous' suggestion of referee bias against World Cup opponent Chile
(http://feeds.foxnews.com/~r/foxnews/sports/~3/mqebYvBgbKc/)
27 Jun 2014, 9:18 AM PDT

Bryan brothers win 1st-round match at Wimbledon in effort to turn around slide
(http://feeds.foxnews.com/~r/foxnews/sports/~3/DoLzjIVSmQY/)
27 Jun 2014, 9:13 AM PDT

At the double: Dutch striker Robben outpacing defenders and younger teammates at World Cup
(http://feeds.foxnews.com/~r/foxnews/sports/~3/P8702vlCRQM/)
27 Jun 2014, 8:59 AM PDT

NBA draft scores its highest overnight rating on ESPN, surpassing LeBron draft from 2003
(http://feeds.foxnews.com/~r/foxnews/sports/~3/61zuXNRs8A/)
27 Jun 2014, 8:43 AM PDT

US midfielder Jermaine Jones has broken nose as expected but won't wear mask
(http://feeds.foxnews.com/~r/foxnews/sports/~3/H_2Yv2xLjE9c/)
27 Jun 2014, 8:39 AM PDT